
Embroidered Waterproof Safety Hi Vis Winter Jacket, Painter Padding Winter Workwear

 
Description:
 
1. warm workwear waterproof bomber safety hi vis winter jacket
2. conforms to EN471 class 3
2. 300D PU coated polyester outer fabric, reflective tapes
3. color:Navy and orange color combination
4. smart diagonal body& arm stripes in 3M tapes for style and safety
5. dark fabric in cuff and hem and collar to resistance to dirty
6. full zipper outer jacket and fit with zipper on inner jacket
7. button pocket under storm flap
8. pen pocket on one side sleeve
 
Company:

As one of leading manufacturers of safety products in Wuhan, China more than 9 Years, we mainly produce



and supply our products to Europe, North and South America and Middle East.Two Pattern Designers over
20 years experience. The newest software for pattern making,efficient and precision.  Eight QC inspector
control the quantity from Cutting,Sewing,Packing,Ironing all the way, about Two hundred 10-15 years
experience workers,strong accountability mechanisms.
 
Specifications:
 
Style Name: Warm Workwear Waterproof Safety Hi Vis Winter Jacket/ Winter Parka In Winter
Function: Industrial workwear,painter workwear,man workwear,factroy workwear,reflective

workwear,colourful workwear.
Shell Fabric: Option 1: TC, 65% polyester, 35% cotton, Twill, 195GSM, 21x21/108x58

Option 2: TC, 80% polyester, 35% cotton, twill, 190GSM, 21x21/108x58
Option 3: TC, 65% polyester, 35% cotton, plain, 165GSM, 23x23/88x64
Option 4:  100% cotton, twill, 180GSM, 21x21/108x58
Option 5:  100% cotton, plain, 185GSM, 20x20/100x55
Option 6: 100% cotton, twill, 270GSM, 16x12/108x56 

Lining: padding+lining
Details: Button: Seven concealled poppers on center front,Two concealled popper on chest pocket

flap.
Elastic waistband on back, Front rever collar with stud

Pockets: Two pockets with plap on chest, two side hip pockets, one back pocket,one ruler pocket,one
hammer loop.

Color: Multi colours choices we could also make according to your requirements.
Size: S-4XL or follow client requirements
Logo: Printed or Embroidered / OEM
Deliver time: 45-90 days after order confirmed on base of quantity.  *We have large capacity of this style.

Our capacity of each month is 40000PCS. We can make sure the delivery time for each
client.

 


